Amateur Radio Teletype Society
1379 East 15th Street
Brooklyn 30, N.Y.

Ernie Hammer
17030 Via Flores
San Lorenzo, Cal.
This issue of the Bulletin may be the introduction to RTTY for some of you. For your benefit I would like to explain a few things. First I'll institutionalize a bit, telling you that amateur teletype is a very special branch of ham radio. It is not difficult to understand if you are interested enough to read the available information and to ask questions of those who might know the answers without being afraid of showing your lack of knowledge.

Men that are on the air on RTTY are, almost without exception, a rare selection of interesting, intelligent persons. You will, as you get to know them, find that for some reason RTTY allows character to come through far more quickly and easily than it does on phone or c.w. Then there is the thrill of hooking all that stuff together and watching words and sentences come clanking out; someone talking to you! There is no great difficulty to getting on the air. Printers are available, converters are easy to build. And that is all you need! Sure, you can make up excuses and remain on the outside. That easy. It costs too much. It takes too much time. I haven't room. Etc. Who are you fooling?

As you read through this Bulletin you will soon notice that it is not designed for the neophyte. This is a monthly publication and as such carries information on commercial circuits, amateur experimental circuits, and sometimes just plain ideas. Some of our members are hot shot engineers and designers. Some are confused by the whole thing. There is the news of activities. What's the use of doing it if you can't brag about it? Then there is all sorts of trivia that I throw in on my own hook. Let me explain.

Two years ago I finally got tired of waiting for someone to start a teletype bulletin and did it myself. My feeling from the start has been: if what I write does not have the stamp of imagination and originality on it I have failed. As you will note later in this Bulletin I do not always stick to RTTY. There are so many things in this world of vast interest that I cannot help but mention them from time to time. Actually I have been the model of constraint in not pouring forth on many more subjects. I have a hundred ready stories about my submarine war patrols in the last war. I've been pretty active on the air too. Have 98 countries worked so far, with 32 of them on 75 meters. (All phone) Have awards from ARRL for the Sweepstakes contests: 1941, 1946, 1947, 1949, and 1952. DX Contest award 1947. VHF Contest in 1948. I like DX'ing, rag-chewing, VHF, but best of all I like RTTY. It has 'em all beat. And you'll think so too.

VE2AGF and Lou Buck put on a radio teletype demonstration at the local radio club recently and report that there was a fine turnout, everything worked smoothly, and the interest was very high. Judging from the number of fellows getting on in Montreal they are doing a fine job of selling RTTY.

W2DXD, Bill Auld, last heard from somewhere in India going after his DX personally, will have a full set of tape gear when he gets back and airs himself.

---

MODIFIED DIODE MODULATOR -- W2PAU

Here is a modification of the diode modulator which offers several advantages. It permits the use of a grounded condenser for determining the frequency shift. It provides mark-high signals without a relay. It bangs the diode from fully conducting to fully cutoff which avoids some of the problems of inconsistent shifting. The only drawback, and that a minor one, is the use of a battery. Since the battery can be quite small and will give approximately full shelf life there should be little lost sleep over it.

VFO - Clapp Oscillator

The 500 uuf d.c. blocking condenser may be connected to either side of the oscillator tuned circuit. This condenser and the 1N34 are hot with r.f. and should be wired accordingly. The value of the "space" set condenser will depend upon the stiffness of your oscillator. The voltage from point "b" to ground should be very low on "space", less than one volt; on "mark" it should be about 20 volts negative. If it isn't, reverse the diode or replace it. The RFC are the R-100 or similar type RF chokes.
The FCC is still hemming and hawing over it. Maybe third generation will be able to expect, got discouraged about the FCC not permitting operation. W9BAJ has me all excited about your "QSO'S" via tape. In the building which was installed over two years ago, tested, found to work excellently, and then never OK'ed by the FCC. We are not concerned with this; at least for the time being. I would suggest that everyone dispense with it entirely. This would facilitate matters greatly, particularly for those who don't have it."

THE COLLINS ON 80!

There have been more letters bemoaning the fact that the conversion of the Collins PTO in ARTT 4007 would not give enough swing on 80M. Stew Haag, WLMQP, called and announced that he had his PTO working fine on 80. Seems that all he did was to pull out the oscillator tube and wrap a wire around the cathode pin, insert the tube again, and hook the cathode wire to the Weitbrecht circuit in the April '52 QST or ARTT 4011 in Bulletin #6.

W9HCD, James Shupe, "I am the proud possessor of a Model 12 printer and table and have just finished tuning up my panel. All I need now is the keyboard and I'll be in business. I guess there are a lot of people in the same boat, where are all the keyboards? I have been working with W6PTF and W9BAB on RTTY. We have been giving a few lectures on the stuff to the radio clubs in the area (and a few in Indiana). The boys out this way are getting very interested in RTTY. I'm all set to go on AFSK (2M) as soon as I get the keyboard. I'm using a VHF-152 into an SX-71 for receiving and a 6L6-B32-829B with about 90 watts for the transmitter. W9HCD has me all excited about your "QSO's" via tape. In fact he let me hear you talking about the 21A printer. It won't be long until I get a tape recorder...I might join the fun."

W9HWW, Bill Solich: "It irks me, however, to see so many fellas monkeying around with the unshift on Space feature. This gadget is used almost exclusively by the stock brokers and press. It's supposed to speed up transmissions, but heck, we are not concerned with this; at least for the time being. I would suggest that everyone dispense with it entirely. This would facilitate matters greatly, particularly for those who don't have it."

W9NBP, Archie, recently acquired the complete RTTY gear of W2TDDV and will be with us on 40 and 80 soon. TDV, suspect got discouraged about the FCC not permitting operation of the two meter repeater station atop the NYC Municipal Building which was installed over two years ago, tested, found to work excellently, and then never OK'ed by the FCC. The FCC is still hemming and hawing over it. Maybe the next generation will be able to get that one through.
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THE SCOREBOARD

Being a certified lover of contests, it is only natural that some sort of competition should raise its ugly head for the RTTY department. Besides, other departments in QST and CQ have their scoreboards. No reason to be chicken. The Certificate which was mentioned in Bulletin 23 furnishes a fine excuse for a scoreboard. So...please send in for publication in the Bulletin and CQ a list of the stations that you have worked on two-way RTTY on any bands. The certificate will require 100 acknowledgments, either QSL card or printer, each of which must state the time, date, and band used for the contact, as well as specifying that teletype was used. To try to even the advantages of those living in the more populated areas a maximum of twenty contacts will be accepted from each call area, U.S. or Canadian. There is no limit as to how many stations in each call area can be included in the monthly listing.

Amateur Radio Teletype Society

This is to Certify that...

has established contact with 100 different Amateur Teletype Stations.

TT-100

Certificate of Achievement

Certificate Number... Awarded...

W9UAU has tried to call in on 80 a couple of times but doesn't have the soup necessary to make it. Doc writes, "...the entire setup is a maze of haywire; have to hook up and disconnect two clip leads, flip three switches and close the key before I can get on FSK and then reverse the process to receive." Doc mentions that the 426D cycle tuning forks are made by Clay-Adams Co., 111 East 25th Street, New York 10, N.Y. and they run about $2 each. If you have a business you might be able to order them direct; if not John, W2EFD, can probably score one up for you. Doc also mentions that he has a source of teletype ribbons at $12 a dozen. Doc has been fighting the war of nerves with some CW men who chase him around 80 and send Vs, as have most of the rest of us, and is about ready to throw in the sponge and bring in a 600 watt rig to try to even the score a bit. "Have been trying to talk the XYL into getting me a Collins receiver for my birthday, but I doubt that I will get one as she has quite a marked allergy to radio. The bug seems to have bitten her but developed an immunity rather than a take."
FLIP-FLOPS VS. POLAR RELAYS

There has been a spirited discussion for some time among flip-flop circuits vs. polar relays. It is probably high time to lay this monster to rest by giving it a good reading. The argument: I was very much in favor of the flip-flop until I suddenly ran into a couple batches of relays and had plenty of P-r's on hand. Anyway, here is what John had to say on the matter:

"Now let's straighten out this business of polar relays vs. flip-flops. I am NOT agin' flip-flops or trigger circuits at all. I merely feel that, if you were trying to convince someone who doesn't believe you could build a good polar relay, you would have to show him both sides of the argument."

"We need a low-pass filter for the diode load resistor having a characteristic impedance approximately equal to the diode load impedance at the frequencies involved. The values of inductance would have to be very conveniently obtained from old audio transformers by pressing that there has been no use made of the idea. The filter should have a characteristic impedance approximately equal to the diode load impedance at the frequencies involved."

"There has been no reference, in amateur articles, to this need for a low-pass filter following the discriminator. Considering the simplicity of the filter and the fact that the cutoff frequency does not have any sacred value its use has been neglected."

"It appears that Eimac or RCA makes the tube despite the G.E. fling. The local spark noise is terrific and makes for some orientation range in the copy."

"If these condensers were greatly increased you would have a "bypass" condenser for the diode load resistor."

"Thus I concede, I concur heartily, that a flip-flop plus low-pass filter is the equal (maybe superior) operationally to a polar relay, but it will never be as simple or quick-and-dirty. The low-pass filter can be used in conjunction with a polar relay giving even better performance."

"When you get around to vacuum-tube keyers and single-magnet printers you have a situation which favors the flip-flop. The ideal single-magnet printer setup would be a diode circuit including a low-pass filter, flip-flop and a cathode-follower type of power stage. The single printer magnet would be in the cathode of the power stage so that, if necessary, the "panel" could feed into a grounded telegraph line in an emergency (or even a single wire and return through real ground for a ham-station remote printer)."

"With the printer magnet in the plate circuit, the flip-flop would be in the cathode of the power stage so that, if necessary, the "panel" could feed into a grounded telegraph line in an emergency (or even a single wire and return through real ground for a ham-station remote printer)."

"One advantage of a flip-flop which has been neglected is the ability to produce a very poor orientation range in the copy."

"So, I believe we have the records straight about how I feel about electronic flip-flops. Disregarding such factors as clicks, I think that the signal from the contacts of the polar relay is as acceptable to the printer as the signal from the flip-flop (and versa-vica)."

MODEL 25 PRINTERS

John also mentions that there are quite a few Model 25 printers available for the same price (about) as the 2LA. The 25 is a strip printer almost identical with the 21A, however there are differences (as the French say: Viva La Difference). The 25's are brand spanking new! But, here is the catch, they are six unit printers. There is not much difficulty in converting one into a Model 21A and we will have more data on that procedure for you. Quite a few of the Fellows are buying one each 21A and 25 and then they end up with a brand new 21A.

"Thus I concede, I concur heartily, that a flip-flop plus low-pass filter is the equal (maybe superior) operationally to a polar relay, but it will never be as simple or quick-and-dirty. The low-pass filter can be used in conjunction with a polar relay giving even better performance."

"When you get around to vacuum-tube keyers and single-magnet printers you have a situation which favors the flip-flop. The ideal single-magnet printer setup would be a diode circuit including a low-pass filter, flip-flop and a cathode-follower type of power stage. The single printer magnet would be in the cathode of the power stage so that, if necessary, the "panel" could feed into a grounded telegraph line in an emergency (or even a single wire and return through real ground for a ham-station remote printer)."

"One advantage of a flip-flop which has been neglected is the ability to produce a very poor orientation range in the copy."

"So, I believe we have the records straight about how I feel about electronic flip-flops. Disregarding such factors as clicks, I think that the signal from the contacts of the polar relay is as acceptable to the printer as the signal from the flip-flop (and versa-vica)."

"Model 25 Printers"

John also mentions that there are quite a few Model 25 printers available for the same price (about) as the 2LA.
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THE KARLSON ENCLOSURE

It may come as a surprise to many of you, but not all of my time is spent on RTTY, only most of it. With most of the remainder I have been promoting the Karlson Ultra-Purity loudspeaker enclosure for hi-fi systems. This endeavor has been undertaken with practically no funds and has progressed a bit slowly as a result. Actually we have accomplished the impossible. There are many different designs of enclosures on the market and new ones are appearing every few weeks. On the face of it one might suppose that we were selling just another enclosure. This, of course, is not the case. The Karlson, an ordinary good radio speaker and with it outperform anything ever before built at any price. It is astounding to the hard-bitten engineers in the field who know definitely that the results we get are impossible. The secret is a completely new type of loading method, a non-resonant chamber.

Several stores have become interested in the Karlson now and are selling them as fast as we can build them. We have just completed setting up a new assembly line of the units and are taking on representatives all over the country to help us get the Karlson into more stores. You can now see it in the Terminal Radio catalog, Sun Radio, and Asco catalogs. As we sell more and more of the enclosures we build up a larger collection of testimonials. If you are interested in more dope about it I will be glad to send you a reprint of an article that appeared in Audio Engineering. Also look for an article on it soon in Radio News.

W6OWP, Bart, is still interested in the possibilities of make/break RTTY and is looking for someone in the east who would like to conduct some experiments and exchange ideas. Bart reports that there is quite an activity on 40, and that primarily during the daylight hours when QRN was less and static less. Bart spent about twelve hours on 1720 with no results. He reports quite a bit of phone QRN from DX stations and thinks the lower part of the band might be better. He also mentions that 7088 has not been nearly as satisfactory as 7140 due to the heavier c.w. jamming on the lower frequency. As to technical problems: "Immediately apparent has been the need for FSK conversion gear capable of printing on lower signal-to-noise ratios....absolute need for diversity reception on certain types of fading which can affect signal strength. It is important to eliminate most of the hash from the printer equipment while receiving. I know that I'm not the only one who is thinking of new circuits to improve FSK reception. It will be most interesting to follow developments along this line." Bart mentioned also, "...the first eastern signal printed here, as well as the first and only Canadian so far, was VE2AKT, Montreal, whose CQ on 2/21 was vigorously answered but no contact established." Bart has also been copying W2N3D out there on 80M.
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Amateur Radio
Teletype
Bulletin No. 24

By golly, this issue of the Bulletin fills out two full years of publishing. I've rapped and grumbled a lot, I know, and I apologize. It tried to treat you as a friend and not gone beating around the bush too much. The old proverb about not being able to please all of the people all of the time took quite a while to really sink in, but I think it has now. I hope that you will find this issue of the Bulletin which I dare to print non-radio information. You see, the Bulletin has largely been a personal communication medium between you and me. I could have kept it cold and impersonal, writing it more like a magazine, but would it have held your interest this long if I had? The main reason for the Bulletin was my interest in amateur teletype which I wanted to share with more people. This has worked out better than I had hoped. It is only natural then that some of my other interests should find their way into this Bulletin. For instance, my interest in the workings of the brain, mind control, and hypnosis. It struck me that under hypnosis people could demonstrate fantastic feats of strength, hearing, seeing, feeling, remembering; that some people have either natural or developed abilities to do remarkable things, playing the piano, composing, mathematics, remembering, etc. Now, if certain people can do these why can't everyone? After a couple years of research on this notion it seems very sure that anyone can. The whole subject is no simpler, nor more complex, than radio teletype, therefore I cannot, in any restricted space such as this, plunge into it. People who have been working on the problem seriously have become "optimum." They have perfect memories, their emotions are under complete control, though they are warm and friendly; they do not have accidents or illnesses; they have complete control and awareness of their own bodies; and they all say, "You can do this too."

Now I realize that most of the fellows reading the above will get sort of glazed eyes and neither see nor understand what was said. This is as it should be. Let me draw a parallel. You can, as I have many times, get in a roundtable on 75 meters and mention RTTY briefly. Most of the fellows in the QSO will not hear you, forget what you said, or just ignore the TT mention. But usually one fellow will perk up his ears and ask for more information. This fellow, properly nurtured, will soon be on the air on RTTY.

So it is with Dianetics. I won't go into now, for I don't want to lose your attention. Have I your attention? In the future I will occasionally touch on some of the facets of this interesting field. Might be I could even get someone else to say something on the subject. W6RD, W6EAD, or W7MWZ may. So may W2ZGU, W2MUP, and W200G.
Gues I am just a salesman at heart. I've been selling RTTY, high-fidelity, and psychology; all of the things that I find interesting and fascinating I've been selling to you. There are a lot of things that I haven't gone into yet too. Most of the time I have been severely limited by the space available in the Bulletin and have barely been able to cram all of the TT news into the eight pages.

The hundreds of letters and cards of praise and encouragement that have come in make me feel that overall I have been doing the right thing.

Please keep in mind when you read something you like or don't like in the Bulletin or in CQ that I am just a fellow sitting in the middle of Brooklyn at his typewriter. Thanks.

**BULLETIN 25**

The next issue of the Bulletin will feature one of the most astounding converter circuits you have ever seen. This converter will give full polar output with shifts of frequency as little as two cycles, requires no special tuned filters, and has many other fantastic features. This is one circuit that everybody will be building. Whatever you don't miss Bulletin 25.

Most of the subscriptions to the Bulletin end with this issue. If your subscription has run out you will find an addressed stamped envelope with this issue of the Bulletin. All you have to do is put $3 (three dollars) in the envelope (cash - check - money order) and mail it. The envelope has your call letters on it so that I can keep the books straight. The more subscriptions there are to the Bulletin the better it can be put out, so every subscription is important. Don't miss out by ordering after they are all gone.

**W5BAJ**, Jim Morrissett (Dayton): "Well, the Hamvention was pretty good, I guess. Rube (WSPTF) gave a TT demonstration and lecture, and the etc. was the usual sort of etc. Would have been a 1000% bigger-bang-up success if I would have won the Collins 75A3. Dirty shame. Didn't win any of the lesser prizes either, not even the 111 ol 807's, so I carried home a whole carton of Merit Transformer Corp. book-matches. But I hardly ever use matches. Could use them to burn up my ticket stub......... I'm engaged in a long-range project of giving up all my worldly possessions, so's to have left, in 50-100 years or so, just the corpse, which I hope to shock gracefully. So, I'm in a tractable state of mind for sacrificing the pleasures etc. of RTTY, especially in exchange for nice, portable, money. $ee what I mean? (Jim's gear has been slow in delivery) However, if gear is available soon (immediately), I might consider playing around with it now and dispensing with it later. If there seems to be a possibility of reliable communications with W2NSD and other Enlightened Ones."

**June 1953**

**W1UHE**, Norman Patenaude, has a printer on order from John and has in the meantime completed his receiving converter and VV keyer. Norman will move into the new house he has been building for the last year and a half this fall. It is in a fine VHF location, being 265' above sea level. He is interested in working 220 and 435 mc if he can raise any other local interest. Any takers?

**VE2AMM**, Albert Malumed, reports that he is all set to go on the transmitting end but still needs some filters before the converter will convert.

**W6EOP**, Tom McBride, is also abuilding his converter. He is going to try toroids first though and see how they work. He has arranged it so that the units are plug-in for ease of experimenting.

**W6EO**, Theodore Stehl, got hold of some printers recently really economical, a 21A and a 25A. Ted is looking around now for a Model 12 or 26.

**WSPT**, George Boyd, says, "Got tired of trying to stabilize the 'gypsy' in the HQ-129X, so I decided to build up another, Clapp, doubler-buffer, stabilization of voltage, etc.; the works. Progress disgustedly slow; not even the metalwork is done. Ought to be mechanically stable though since it is made of 0.064 brass and up. Trying to work brass sure makes me wish for a good brake, but - have you looked at the prices of things like that? Would never have enough dough left for RTTY if I bought all the tools I want and think I need..........Bob, W9JBT, and I went out to Rockford (Ill) last Sunday afternoon to look over Doc's stuff (W9UAU). He sure has the equipment lined up! Worked a W6 who had just come on the day before...Saw you (W2NSD) on a little later, but we were leaving for the trip home and didn't stop to work you. We were holding Doc up from dinner by that time anyway. ..........Wonder if any ideas for a receiving distributor have passed over your desk by this time? (Many) Mechanical or electronic, it makes little difference to me, though the electronic looks like quite an undertaking. Bob and I have mulled it over, and when it got up to about 15 tubes including keyer tubes we kinda gave it up. Notice that TT haters have found that parking on the space frequency will kick up quite a fuss. Might be a good idea for the RTTYers to put in reversing switches on both transmit and receive."

**Major Long**, Chief MARS, writes: "The MARS (Army) program is interested in encouraging amateur radio teletypewriter enthusiasts. We plan to announce a net operating on MARS frequencies in the near future."

**NETS**: Quite a few of the larger conglomerate round-tables make you tune your receiver all over the place. Why not all park on one frequency? This could be easily accomplished if each time a new station calls in the next station to transmit would send the letters "ZEB." This would mean "Zero-Beat," and would be followed by about 20 seconds of mark signal so that all of the VFO's and Xtal oscillators could be touched up to the channel.
W6PTF, Rube, now has a model 26. He has installed FSK in his TT-10 exciter and needs only a good final for it to be heard. Rube will have his two 12's in service with other local hams. Looks like the Dayton area will be really active from now on.

W7IHI, Ken Caplan, has been all tied up with business and such. He plans to blow the dust off the Model 12 now and see what he can do to catch up with the rest of us.

W9ABC, Bill Lill; "About four months ago I first heard of RTTY and it just seemed like I couldn't think of anything else. I began to search through all the Q's and QST's to learn all that I could about this new and refreshing phase of our hobby. Just to show you how much I am interested in it, I couldn't even type at the time, so I got a book from the library and with a little practice my typing speed is up to about 20 wpm (touch system too)." (Hmm, it would be a good thing if some of the fellows that are on the air would put in some time learning to type. That long wait while the other fellow finds the key he wants to hit is exasperating. But then, I too am a Hunt & Peckist.)

WIBWJ, Jack Berman, recently acquired a 75A2 and certainly appreciates the stability for TT after chasing stations up and down the dial of the old receiver as they drifted. Looks like he is going to invest in a Collins 310B-1 exciter too. Jack thinks we should stick to the 3620 frequency. As one of its principle users he should know. He likes the idea of the TT-100 certificate (and may be one of the first winners if he keeps up the good work). He is not taken with the idea of having to have the time and date on the submitted copy for the certificate though.

ANTAGONISM

ARRL has been right cooperative with us lately. But the ball is in other hands and still being eagerly carried. A recent newsletter put out by Dave Middleton, W5CA, had a long letter from W5WP in it lambasting RTTY. His letter has been reprinted, along with several others even more vitriolic, in the May issue of Midwest Clixs put out by W6EKL. These letters complain bitterly of the QRM on and about 3620 and 3750, etc. Through sarcasm, citation of special cases and emotion whipping phrases this little band grinds merrily away at us. They accuse RTTY of having no personal contact. They think we are machines. There is no slightest hint of any conception of working with us, any sharing of channels, only getting rid of us. Even though most of the TT gang are c.w. men RTTY is considered foreign and thus fair play for the full gamut of bigoted reactions. So, there is the situation. What can we do to improve it? Perhaps some letters from the RTTY operators explaining why they like TT, and unclouding some of the misunderstandings would help if published in QG. I'll print 'em if you write 'em.

How about a letter?
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INTRODUCTION TO THE WESTERN UNION TYPE 20 FREQUENCY-SHIFT CARRIER TELEGRAPH SYSTEM

UP TO 86 TELEPRINTER CHANNELS IN THE TWO DIRECTIONS OF COMMUNICATION OVER A TELEGRAPH WIRE MAY BE SIMULTANEOUSLY KEPT WITHOUT MUTUAL INTERFERENCE BETWEEN CHANNELS BY THE USE OF NARROW-BAND FREQUENCY-SHIFT CARRIER. CARRIER CHANNELS WERE ORIGINALLY DERIVED FROM VOICE CIRCUITS BY MAKING THE PASS-BAND Technique GROUNDED, BUT IT WAS DISCOVERED THAT FREQUENCY-SHIFT HELD THE SAME ADVANTAGES OF ELIMINATING NOISE AND AMPLITUDE VARIATION EFFECTS AS FOR RADIO TRANSMISSION. LONG-HAUL TELEPHONE CIRCUITS ARE ALSO WORKED ON A "CARRIER" BASIS, PERMITTING MANY VOICE CHANNELS FROM A SINGLE PAIR OF WIRES.

IT IS NOT THE INTENTION, IN PRESENTING THIS CIRCUIT, TO URGJ AMATEURS TO DUPLICATE IT IN TOTO, BUT RATHER TO PRESENT THE VARIOUS FEATURES IN WHICH FREQUENCY-SHIFT TECHNIQUES DEMONSTRATE THEIR ADVANTAGES. UNKNOWN TO MOST AMATEURS THE NATION'S LONG-DISTANCE TELEGRAPH TRAFFIC IS HANDLED, ALMOST ONE HUNDRED PERCENT, BY WIRE "CARRIER" CIRCUITS. THE SYSTEM OF THE B.D. TELEGRAPH ARE OPERATING FOR MANY YEARS. IT IS CUSTOMARY TO GROUP THE CARRIER CIRCUITS AT A CENTRAL STATION IN EACH CITY, CONNECTING THE LOCAL OFFICES BY D.O. LOOPS OR "LEG" CIRCUITS (AS THEY ARE KNOWN IN WESTERN UNION) TO THE CARRIER CENTRAL. THIS PERMITS A MINIMUM OF EQUIPMENT AT THE LOCAL OFFICES AND CONCENTRATES ELECTRONIC MAINTENANCE AT A SINGLE POINT IN EACH CITY.

IN THE TYPE 20 SYSTEM THE CHANNELS ARE SEPARATED 150 CYCLES. THE KEYS THAT IS ACCOMPLISHED BY SHIFTING THE CARRIERS FROM ITS MARKING FREQUENCY 30 CYCLES BELOW THE CARRIER CIRCUIT TO THE SPACING CONDITION 30 CYCLES ABOVE THE CHANNEL MEAN FREQUENCY. THIS IS SUITABLE TO PERMIT RUNNING A TWO-CHANNEL MULTIPLEX PRINTER (SUCH AS TWO MODEL 21-A PRINTERS) ON EACH OF THE 86 TELEGRAPH CHANNELS DERIVED BY TYPE 20 MULTIPLEXING CARRIER. CARRIERS ARE DERIVED FROM TYPE 20 TELETYPE PRINTERS AT 66 WORDS-PER-MINUTE. IT CAN BE THUS SEEN THAT A TELEGRAPH WIRE CAN BE MADE TO PROVIDE HUNDREDS OF INDIVIDUAL SIMULTANEOUS PRINTER CIRCUITS BY FURNISHING PROPER ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT AT THE TERMINALS.

UNDER THE PRESENT STRUCTURE OF F.G.C. REGULATIONS AMATEURS ARE NOT PERMITTED TO OPERATE MORE THAN ONE PRINTER PER RADIO CHANNEL NOR MAY THEY EMPLOY NARROW FREQUENCY-SHIFT TECHNIQUES. IT SHOULD BE COMPARABLE TO PERMIT THE CARRIER CIRCUIT TO THE SPACING CONDITION 30 CYCLES ABOVE THE CHANNEL MEAN FREQUENCY, THIS IS SUITABLE TO PERMIT RUNNING A TWO-CHANNEL MULTIPLEX PRINTER (SUCH AS TWO MODEL 21-A PRINTERS) ON EACH OF THE 86 TELEGRAPH CHANNELS DERIVED BY TYPE 20 MULTIPLEXING CARRIER. CARRIERS ARE DERIVED FROM TYPE 20 TELETYPE PRINTERS AT 66 WORDS-PER-MINUTE. IT CAN BE THUS SEEN THAT A TELEGRAPH WIRE CAN BE MADE TO PROVIDE HUNDREDS OF INDIVIDUAL SIMULTANEOUS PRINTER CIRCUITS BY FURNISHING PROPER ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT AT THE TERMINALS.

IN THE NEAR FUTURE WE PLAN TO PUBLISH, IN THIS BULLETIN, SEVERAL OTHER ITEMS OF CARRIER TELEGRAPH EQUIPMENT. ONE OF THESE IS MARKED FOR ITS ABILITY TO PROVIDE 60 M.A. D.O. OUTPUT (MARKING) OR ZERO OUTPUT (SPACING) FOR SHORT TIMES IN CARRIER FREQUENCY AS LITTLE AS TONE CYCLES AND AS LITTLE AS KILOCYCLES!! NATURALLY SUCH A DEVICE, WHICH TURNS OUT TO BE VERY SIMPLE TO CONSTRUCT, CAN ACCOMODATE ANY LARGER AMOUNT OF SHIFT.

THE TYPE 20 TRANSMITTER

HALF OF A 12SN7 TUBE ACTS AS A TRIODE HARTLEY OSCILLATOR WITH THE OTHER HALF FILLING IN A BUFFER AMPLIFIER TO RAISE THE LEVEL AND ALSO TO PROVIDE FURTHER STABILITY TO THE OSCILLATOR FROM ITS LOAD TO PRINTING LOAD. THE CARRIER CIRCUIT, WHICH DETERMINES THE OUTPUT FREQUENCY WHEN THE CHANNEL IS MARKING, COMPRIMES T-A, T-B AND T-C, ACROSS O-A IS CONDUCTED THE SHUNT DOUBLE-DIODE 2925 (TYPE 20) IS OPERATED FROM 24 VOLT BATTERY.

WHEN THE SENDING CONTACTS OF THE KEYBOARD IN THE "S" LEG ARE CLOSED TO 70 M.A. OF D.C., REGULATED AT THE "CONTROL PANEL," FLOW FROM THE MINUS...
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120 VOLT BATTERY TERMINAL THROUGH THE 950 OHM DROPPING RESISTOR TO THE SENDING "LEE" THROUGH THE KEYBOARD AND BACK TO BATTERY VIA THE GROUND CONNECTION.

The two cathodes of the keying diode, being tied to the line, are held at minus 75 VOLTS because of the drop in the resistor. As the plates of the diodes are receiving minus 100 VOLTS (through the center-tap on the primary of T-B) the effective plate voltage on the diodes is 20 VOLTS with the plate negative and thus non-conducting.

When the keyboard contacts open to transmit a "spacing" signal the sending "lee" becomes 120 VOLTS negative, carrying the diode cathodes with it. This makes the effective plate voltage 20 VOLTS (positive) and causes the diodes to conduct heavily.

With the diodes conducting the condenser (a) is, to all practical purposes, completely short-circuited and the frequency is non-determined by T-A, T-B and G-B.

It should be noted that the frequency-shift is not a linear function of applied D.C. voltage. A considerable variation in lee current will produce no change in frequency at all. While the voltage applied to the diodes varies a total of 40 VOLTS the frequency shift takes place abruptly in the vicinity of 20 VOLTS.

At the voltage at which the transition takes place the addition or subtraction of one or two VOLTS will cause the frequency to become completely spacing or completely harmonic. This phenomenon permits a good deal of tolerance in the d.c. line current adjustment.

The resistor across G-A aids equalizing the amplitudes of the mark and space output of the oscillator.

The output of amplifier goes through a plug-in resistance pad (in place of a gain control) and is fed to the carrier line by way of a sending band-filter.

The sending band-filter, which is a very simple affair, serves to remove harmonics from the oscillator output which might interfere with the keying modulation. Also, as the frequency shift is an abrupt one requiring many sidebands, the filter serves to remove all the products of keying modulation except those actually needed. As teleprinter intelligence is keyed at about a 24 CYCLE RATE and it is customary to change the third harmonic of the fundamental keying frequency it is easy to see why the 70 CYCLE deviation was selected.

The output sides of all the sending band-filters (western union calls them "tuners") for the different outgoing channels are paralleled and thence, by way of a "carrier coupleler" (transformer to you) reach the telegraph line.+

In order to prevent the d.c. surges of current produced by the knee point from affecting the oscillator and producing thumps T-A is a balanced winding and the diode winding of T-B is center-tapped. In this fashion the d.c. surges are balanced out and do not reach the oscillator.

In order to avoid stocking a very large variety of filters, oscillator and discriminator coils a double-modulation system is utilized to produce 18 channels in each direction. Items are stocked for nine channels and, to produce the other nine channels, another group having the same inductance as the first group but a reverse turn ratio of 1 to 2 for the first group. On the receiving end the upper group is heterodyned back again and thus tuners for only nine frequencies are required. The diagram for this is not furnished as it is unlikely many amateurs will have much need of it under present wide-shift, single channel regulations. -0-

The Type 20 Receiving Converter

From the hodge-podge of signals all scrambled together on the carrier line the receiving band-filter (tuner) takes a 150 CYCLE SLICE. At first thought it would appear that an extremely sharp filter would be required to eliminate the effects of adjacent channels but such is not the case.

Because frequency-shift, as a form of frequency modulation, permits only the strongest of a group of frequencies to dominate the output, the receiving filter has merely to give a small "edge" to the desired signal over its immediate neighbors in the spectrum. However all commercial equipment employs good filters to permit the converters to "dig deeper" into the noise level which permits good operation with adjacent signals.

Coming out of the receiving band-filter the signal is brought up to usable level with a single stage of class A "amplifier."

The output transformer T-C merely serves to match the high-impedance 12500 VOLTS output to the low-impedance discriminator to ground the positive peak of amplified carrier signal. The output of this limiter is fed to a 125C7 amplifier which also acts to limit the signal by plate saturation, however, because of the plate limiter the first limiter, the opposite peaks are clipped and thus the output of the 125C7 is a square-waved signal, varying in amplitude, but having the frequency variations in its output unaffected by limiting operation.

The receiving "detector" circuit in the schematic will be recognized as being a form of the well-known "forster-seely" discriminator which is so often employed for frequency modulation radio. The output transformer T-O securely serves to match the high-impedance discriminator output to the low-impedance discriminator to ground the signal.

The primary of the discriminator coil T-D is series-resonated by condenser G-O. The signal is transferred inductively to the resonant secondary and at the mid-frequency, to which they are both tuned, feeds the grid diodes with a signal shifted 90 DEGREES WITH RESPECT TO THE PRIMARY. The secondary of the output transformer T-O also provides an in-phase signal, applied through the center-tapped secondary of T-D and the common connection between the two diode load resistors. Note that the quadrature signal are restored by the diodes and produce equal and opposite voltages across the two diode load resistors. About 50 VOLTS is obtained between pin-jacks "A" and "B" and the same between "B" and "C". Because of the limiters that are used with this signal this is the output level. Changing the input frequency above or below the mean (nominal) carrier frequency causes the phase relationship of the two voltages to alter and add up differently. Consequently one diode volt will rectify a larger signal and the other a smaller.

Taking stock, we find that at point "A" (with respect to point "C") we have a voltage which is positive 50 when the signal is marking, zero at the center, or crossover point and negative 50 at the spacing frequency.

This polar D.C. signal is passed through a low-pass filter with a cut-off frequency around 200 CYCLES TO GIVE A LITTLE ADDITIONAL SUPPRESSION OF NOISE. It accomplishes this by removing from the output any components of signal which varies at a rate much more rapidly than one-hundredth of a hertz. The highest useful component of the teleprinter keying-rate is about 70 C.P.S. SO this filter removes noise pulses of short duration without disturbing the printer signal. This feature could be a worthwhile inclusion in teletype converters of amateur design.

From the filter the signal is applied to a 25JE6 D.C. CURRENT-AMPLIFIER STAGE. The output of this stage passes through the input frequency control over the receiving Lee, through the printer magnet, via ground back to the battery.

Inspection of the schematic will disclose that, in order to place a short circuit on the printer magnet (and thus avoid an additional line back to the carrier office), it became necessary to ground the positive side of the plate supply. This is undoubtedly from an amateur
WHEREAS THE SIGNAL IS SENT INTO THE FREQUENCY AND OPERATIONAL OF THE MODULATOR VIA PHONIC PARTS.

I DO DAU.

SENDING AND RECEIVING CIRCUITS.

60 M.A. I USE IS "ADE" OF THIS CIRCUIT FOR 0 MILL OPERATION CERTAINLY BECAUSE OF LONG DISTANCE TELEPHONE LINES HAVE BEEN PERMANENTLY FRAUGHT WITH THE PROBLEM OF CROSSOVER SIGNALS.

WHAT IS LOOPED BACK TO THE D.O. METER AND "SEND" SIGNAL. THE OUTPUT SIGNAL FROM THAT POINT IS SPLIT AND SELECTED TO THE LINE DISTANCE TELEPHONE LINES TO COMPENSATE FOR MORE OR LESS SPACING. LOCAL IN A TELETYPE MACHINE, THE OUTPUT FROM THE RECEIVING TD-150 IS "SOONER" AND THE ORIGINAL 2BFD TELETYPE PANELS TO RELAY INCOMING SIGNALS TO ANOTHER STATION "DOWN THE LINE".

PLEASE NOTICE THAT A D.C. CURRENT OF 70 M.A. Flows in BOTH THE SENDING AND RECEIVING CIRCUITS. THIS IS A CONVENTIONAL PRACTICE WHEREAS TELETYPE EQUIPMENT IN OTHER SERVICES HAVE STANDARDIZED ON 60 M.A.

A "CHINESE COPY" OF THIS EQUIPMENT IN MINIATURE FORM WAS CONSTRUCTED IN 1946 AT W2BFD USING THE 90 AND 150 CYCLE MINIATURE FILTERS FOUND IN THE BC-748 AND BS-1295R LOCALIZER AND GLIDE-PATH SURPLUS RECEIVERS. THE IDEA OF A PRINTING WAS EASILY OBTAINED AT THE LOW FREQUENCY AND OF COURSE, THE SENDING FREQUENCY WAS NOT YET IN EFFECT. HOWEVER IT MUST BE REALIZED THAT THE PROBLEM OF TRANSMITTER AND RECEIVER FREQUENCY STABILITY, BAD ENOUGH WITH 50 CYCLE SHIFT IS TOUGH INDEED WHEN THE FREQUENCY IS ONLY A FEW CYCLES. IT IS USEFUL FOR A-F.S.K. THOUGH AND PERMITS RELAYING SIGNALS VIA "PHONE PATCH" IF A LIASON WITH RED CROSS OR CIVIL DEFENSE IS DESIRED. ALL THAT IS REQUIRED IS A "BLACK BOX" TO BE CLIPPED TO THE TD-150 PHONE LINE AT EACH END AND WHICH, IN AN EMERGENCY, WOULD PERMIT (FOR EXAMPLE) A RECEIVING TELETYPE OPERATOR TO USE HIS OWN MACHINE, TO BE RELAYED VIA "PHONE PATCH" THROUGH AN AMATEUR STATION AND VICE-VERSA.

WE HAVE DONE THIS USING THE STANDARD A-F.S.K. TONES BUT, QUITE OFTEN A PHONE LINE WILL BE ENCOUNTERED WHICH SIMPLY WILL NOT PASS THE 2975 CYCLE SPACE FREQUENCY WITHOUT A LOT OF ADDITIONAL AMPLIFICATION. USE OF NARROW-BAND FREQUENCY-SHIFT WILL PERMIT A SIMULTANEOUS TELEPHONE CHANNEL AND A TELETYPE MESSAGE TO USE THE LINE "DOWN THE LINE" WITHOUT MUTUAL DIFFICULTIES.

THOSE 1020-CYCLE RADIO RANGE FILTERS, SUCH AS THE F-1-5 ETC. WOULD BE IDEAL FOR NARROW-BAND AND THE SAME UNIT AS THE 1H-1 FILTER WHICH WOULD TAKE THE "IC-WHISTLE" OUT OF THE TALKING CHANNEL. MANY OF THE GANG CALLING W2BFD BY LONG DISTANCE TELEPHONE HAVE BEEN TEMPORARILY FRUSTRATED BY 2975 M.A. LONG DISTANCE TELEPHONE ARE CONNECTED TO AN AUTOMATIC "DISTANCE WIRELESS," WHICH IS CONNECTED TO THE 4000 FOOT PLACED AMONGST SMART LADS HAVE WORKED AROUND THAT BY FEEDING THE AFSK SIGNAL INTO THE LINE WHILE THE OPERATOR IS TRYING TO FIND OUT WHAT IT IS ALL ABOUT. WHEN THE WIRE-RECORDING IS LATER RUN BACK TO THE TELETYPE MACHINE A MESSAGE IS PRINTED AND ITS "FREE" IS H.E. 1...

STOP AND CONSIDER! HOW MUCH EMERGENCY TRAFFIC COULD BE HANDLED OVER A SINGLE RADIO CARRIER IF 18 OUTGOING AND 18 INCOMING CIRCUITS WERE AVAILABLE FOR PRINTER OR HAND-KEYED (ABORIGINAL) SIGNALS. W2BFD type convertor with auto-start......$150

W2BFD type convertor less auto-start......$100

(both supplied less tubes)

ADVERTISEMENT

The ELECTRONIC SPECIALTY SUPPLY COMPANY, as a special service, will custom build the W2BFD designed teletype converter for you.

June 1953

FULL INFORMATION FOR CONSTRUCTING A TELETYPE KEYBOARD FROM A JUNK TYPEWRITER. INCLUDES BLUEPRINTS, ALL PHOTOGRAPHS, TWELVE FEET OF INSTRUCTIONS, ETC. $5.00

Write: Williams, 38-06 61st Street, Woodside, L.I., N.Y.

TOROIDS: THREE IN POTTED CAN. EASILY REMOVED AND TUNED TO THE MARK AND SPACE FREQUENCIES. MAKE IDEAL INPUT FILTERS. EXCELLENT FOR THE W2BFD CONVERTER. POSTPAID......$5.50

WRITE: BOX 9, A.R.T.S.

WANTED: TELETYPING CONVERTERS. HAVE YOU A CONVERTER YOU ARE NO LONGER USING? WHY NOT MAKE IT AVAILABLE FOR AMATEURS? HELP SOMEONE GET STARTED ON RTTY. PLEASE GIVE AS MUCH INFORMATION ABOUT YOUR CONVERTER AS POSSIBLE AND HOW MUCH YOU WANT FOR IT.

W.E. 215A POLAR RELAYS. VERY GOOD CONDITION, NO CHIPPED BASES. BOX 10, A.R.T.S. SHIPPED POSTPAID......$5.50

MIDGET POLAR RELAYS. EXCEPTIONALLY COMPACT, IDEAL FOR THAT MIDGET CONVERTER. BOX 11, A.R.T.S. POSTPAID......$6.50

ZERO-CENTER METERS, HERMETICALLY SEALED. POSTPAID......$6.50

Write: Box 13, A.R.T.S., 1379 E 15th St., Brooklyn 30, N.Y.

PRINTERS: MODEL 21A ALL ELECTRONIC PRINTERS. WITH THIS CONVERTED TYPEWRITER ABOVE, AND READILY AVAILABLE DISTRIBUTORS YOU ARE ON THE AIR ON TELETYPE. F.O.B.......$50.00

Write: Box 13 FOR WAIVER. ONLY A FEW AVAILABLE SO SEND CHECK TO HOLD YOUR UNIT UNTIL WAIVER IS RETURNED.

ADVERTISEMENT

The ELECTRONIC SPECIALTY SUPPLY COMPANY, as a special service, will custom build the W2BFD designed teletype converter for you.

W2BFD type convertor with auto-start......$150

W2BFD type convertor less auto-start......$100

(both supplied less tubes)

DON'T PASS THIS BUY

STOP AND CONSIDER: HOW MUCH EMERGENCY TRAFFIC COULD BE HANDLED OVER A SINGLE RADIO CARRIER IF 18 OUTGOING AND 18 INCOMING CIRCUITS WERE AVAILABLE FOR PRINTER OR HAND-KEYED (ABORIGINAL) SIGNALS.

EESCO has all of the latest circuits, parts, kits, etc., for radio control equipment.

--Write for FREE Catalog--

ELECTRONIC SPECIALTY SUPPLY COMPANY

58 WALKER STREET
NEW YORK 13, N.Y.
When ten opens up some day I think we should be able to get use FM (or narrow-band PM) we can use AFSK on 29 to 29.7 my unbaroboozeled monitoring stations.

You get the idea and can ad lib to suit yourself.

I'd like &bout ten meters is the absence of all those CW signals. The phone stations don't seem to give us much bothero

I then proceeded to grind the pawl down so that it would fit the teeth of the gear. When I was finished I found that I had an erratic line feed. After spending a couple nights on the subject I finally discovered what was wrong. It seems that the spring which pulls the pawl into position as the line feed key is pressed did not have enough tension. I replaced it with another spring which had a stiffer pull and that solved the problem.

The QSA report can be followed by the reason for poor copy: 
QSB, QRM, QRN, Jamming, etc.
HPIW1 has built the W2PAT converter and is looking for a printer to use with it.

W1NBP has his 12 running well now and expects to have his Lysco 600 on the air soon. Looks like we will soon have a Connecticut QSO available on 80 meters.

W2DWU has been having miseries. He built the PAT converter and his own distributor to drive the model 21A. Something don't work.

W9GRW certainly did well for himself. He gathered up a good collection of TT gear from local sources and already is listening in on the TT channels. Expect him to be transmitting before this reaches print.

W8BYB has a couple 7" TV sets to trade for tape equipment or Command transmitters.

W9TCJ came down with a heavy attack of Spring Fever.

VE3ARO points out that I misinterpreted his last letter and that the Canadian stations are still stuck on 7150-7200 kc.

VE2AKT called on the phone to say that this miserable state of affairs is temporary and that full authorization of all c.w. frequencies is imminent.

W5BFX worked out his own conversion of the Model 10 Remington typewriter for RTTY, complete with the W2MYL End of Line Indicator circuit built in. Tests with K5NNS show 100% copy.

W5LSU, fired with enthusiasm from the column in CQ, went out and managed to find two Model 12's locally. He then built a converter and talked a friend into getting on with his other machine.

CARBON ROLLS NEEDED

John, W2BFD, turns out his information sheets on his Model 12 by means of making a tape of the information and then running off copies from the endless tapes. In order to speed the process he normally uses carbon roll paper which makes three to five copies at a time. Soooo--if you have any carbon roll paper how about sending it on to John!

AUTOMATIC THRESHOLD CONTROL

WØHZR

In a typical telegraphic demodulating system audio tones are converted electrically into d.c. pulses which, in turn, operate a telegraphic printer or teletype machine. Random noise usually exists at voltage levels less than that of the desired audio tone or tones.

Common practice is to amplify the signal strongly and then limit it to the extent that signal amplitude is constant. This reduces the effects of fading, but creates an undesirable condition in that the low level noise is raised to the same level as that of the desired tones, thereby reducing the signal-to-noise ratio markedly. Noise thus amplified is capable of causing misprints in the received copy when it masks the audio tones during periods of intelligence selection.

It has been determined experimentally that in receiving systems where an audio signal is amplified strongly and then limited, the minimum noise component exists at one-half the instantaneous peak amplitude of the desired tone-signal.

With no tone, and again at peak tone amplitude, (when a sinusoidal signal is used) the rate of change of the tone signal is at a minimum, whereas the noise component may consist of several cycles per tone cycle period.
It appears desirable therefore to "slice" an incremental portion of the tone-signal waveform midway between zero amplitude and peak amplitude, rather than to amplify all components of the incoming signal, including noise.

After "slicing," amplification and limiting may be done without substantially decreasing the signal-to-noise ratio.

The system described here accomplishes the above slicing process on a pulse-time proportional basis and is substantially independent of both tone-signal amplitude and frequency. This device represents the "front-end" of a telegraphic demodulator (converter), and may be preceded by a band-pass filter to attenuate unwanted signals. Although transformer input coupling is indicated, R/C coupling may be used if negligible grid current is drawn from the input amplifier triode. Grid self-bias here will upset operation by making the device amplitude-sensitive. Resistance R-102 is made much larger than the complex impedance of T-101/R-101 to permit smooth limiting when grid current begins on a positive going signal. Grid-cutoff will occur on negative-going signals. The dual triode V-101 is connected as a "Schmidt-Trigger," which is a monostable regenerative amplifier or high gain. It is capable of saturation in either direction with less than 0.5 volts RMS input voltage. Potentiometer R-105 is set for symmetrical squaring of a sinusoidal input signal when point "A" is grounded. No further adjustment of R-105 is necessary unless voltages drift or tube characteristics change.

The rectangular output waveform from V-101 is applied to a coupling circuit consisting of C-101 and R-107, which has a time-constant much longer than the longest tone-signal cycle period. A division of signal voltage occurs here such that the shortest portion of the pulse cycle delivers the greater voltage with respect to ground.

If the rectangular wave is symmetrical, the positive-going and negative-going pulses will be equal in both direction and amplitude. Should the positive-going pulses be one-half the width of the negative-going pulses, (which is the case when "slicing" is done at one-half signal peak amplitude), the positive-going pulses will have twice the amplitude of the negative-going pulses. Pickoff diodes V-102A and V-102B deliver positive and negative d.c. respectively, which voltages represent the peak amplitudes of the pulses. Because the positive-going pulse is ideally twice the amplitude of the negative going pulse, the positive d.c. output at the cathode of V-102A is twice the amplitude of the negative d.c. at the plate of V-102B, and provision must be made to make the algebraic sum of the voltages zero because this sum voltage is to be a feedback error-signal. Two unequal resistors, R-108 and R-109 are used to balance the voltage at zero.

The d.c. error signal is applied to the grid of the cathode follower stage V-103A which transforms the impedance to the low level necessary for control. Resistor divider R-110/R-111 is employed to regain the d.c. level present at the grid of the tube (which removes the effect of tube self-bias). The d.c. feedback voltage always tends to be of such a magnitude as to maintain the "slicer" bias at such a level as to compensate for the signal amplitude present. As the signal fades the grid bias is reduced proportionately.

The range of control is limited by the voltage gain of the Schmidt-trigger stage. In the circuit given, approximate bias compensation is provided in the signal amplitude range of 0.7 to 30V (RMS).
GOING THROUGH CHANNELS

All is not said on the calling frequency hassle. There has been quite a furor set up by those very few c.w. nets that have felt our touch. The complaints and screams of anguish are loud and long over our use of 3620 kc. Unregistered nets on 3620 don't like it. Nets on 3615 and 3625 who have been in the habit of moving five kc off the net frequency for traffic handling don't like it. The complaints are that the RTTY boys don't pay any attention to them and won't QSY when they are interfering with traffic handling. They also don't like to hear endless tapes on the channel. They also point out that some of the gang don't stick very close to the 3620 spot.

Unfortunately quite a few of their complaints are well founded. Frequently a TT roundtable will be spread out over two or three kc. The general feeling of all of these complaints seems to be that RTTY should move from where it is and go someplace else, anywhere else. There are few suggestions along the line of how to live with RTTY, just how to get rid of it. The standard suggestion is to move TT up to 3750 or further. The overall feeling is that RTTY is a cold and impersonal communication medium, certainly not in any way to be compared with warm, friendly, c.w. communication.

All this consternation has been whipped up over our very minor transgressions and indiscretions on or about 3620. Now, the way things are heading, what with the SoCal group picking their own calling channels, the NYC group picking theirs, and all other groups following suit, the c.w. bands are in for good random peppering with RTTY. It will be interesting to follow the rising tide of emotion against RTTY and see what effect this has on the incidences of jamming, and even on the actions of the FCC.

W9SKP will be on 40 soon and he can get a good antenna raised. He has a 50 watt rig all set to go so watch for him.

W6LKH, Rolf Brown, with his brother, W90RT, are opening a business and have been held back from active teletyping.

W6SH mentions that W6DXM has built the W2PAT converter and should be on the air any day. Bob also releases the info that he has a brand new 8 lb son.

W6HH, Murrey Cohen, is looking for a model 26. Well...
And oh yes, I've been reading again. Skip this paragraph if you can't stand anything that is not about radio or RTTY. Throw in all the adjectives for "Return to Paradise" by Mitchiner. It is wonderful, and only 35¢ now. That and his "South Pacific" certainly holds its own. "Sex and Temperament in Three Primitive Societies" (also 35¢) is very interesting and certainly shows how much of our own society, our customs, our everyday life, the things that we accept as 'natural'--even such basic ideas as there being any difference, any great difference, between man and woman, are only a part of our culture, our training. Another book which held me was "The Discovery of the Orgone, Volume One, The Function of the Orgasm" by Wilhelm Reich, M.D. This book is primarily a history of the development of Psychoanalysis and the different schools of thought that it split into. The work of Dr. Reich cannot be underestimated for he has made some important observations as to why people are neurotic and what can be done about helping them. (330 p., $6). Then there was "How to Talk With People" by Irving Lee, a book that I was sold on reading by the Institute of General Semantics, durn them. It is wonderful, and only 35¢.

I would very much like to undertake some of these processes today which will vastly increase the efficiency of the mind. Relatively simple techniques are available today which will vastly increase the efficiency of the mind. I want to use much like to undertake some of these processes and shall if I can ever get caught up with all of the things I am attempting to do.

W3RHX notes the delightful mint flavor of the glue on the flaps of the stamped envelopes I sent out recently to try to lure $$. Nothing but the best for my customers.

Man the oars men, a letter from Dick Hay, W4LW, lists 69 radioteletype equipped amateur stations of the Naval Reserve. Each outfit has a Model 19, a receiving Model 15, a receiving Model 14 reperforator, an FSK converter, and an FSK keyer.

June 1953

INDEX OF DIAGRAMS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Bul.</th>
<th>CQ Title</th>
<th>Donor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1400</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>10/52</td>
<td>Collins 709D-1 FSK Osc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1401</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>APSK Osc. Remote Keyer</td>
<td>W2XAV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1402</td>
<td>3 &amp; 16</td>
<td>PLX-A Band Pass Filter</td>
<td>W2JAV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1403</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Printer Connections, Experimental</td>
<td>W9SKF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1404</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0-5/PR FSK Exciter, Press Wireless</td>
<td>W6NRM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1405</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4/52</td>
<td>Tape Wiring, Xmr &amp; Distributor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1406</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4/52</td>
<td>V.T. Keyer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1407</td>
<td>1 &amp; 17</td>
<td>Collins 707E-8 FSK Conversion</td>
<td>W1DRH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1408</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>FSK Unit using Xtal Diode</td>
<td>W6NRM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1409</td>
<td>2 &amp; 20</td>
<td>Converter Tuning Indicator</td>
<td>W6NRM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1410</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>R/C Filter Circuit</td>
<td>W3DF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1411</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>BC-734D Filter Conversion</td>
<td>W6AEE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1412</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Filter Alignment Setup</td>
<td>W6AEE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1413</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Reducing Printer QRM</td>
<td>Doane</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1414</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Diode FSK Circuit</td>
<td>W6NRM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1415</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Miller Effect FSK of VFO</td>
<td>W6NRM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1416</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2/52</td>
<td>Model 12 Wiring with VT Keyer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1417</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>W28FD Filter Alignment Setup</td>
<td>W2BFD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1418</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>Decade Capacitor</td>
<td>W2BFD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1419</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>Audio VTVM for Filter Measurement</td>
<td>W2BFD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1420</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>R/C Converter</td>
<td>W3DF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1421</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>End of Line Indicator, Single Flash</td>
<td>W1AXL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1422</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>End of Line Indicator</td>
<td>W1AXL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1423</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>Parallel T Network Filter</td>
<td>W6HZR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1424</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>Bridged T Network Filter</td>
<td>W6HZR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1425</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>Automatic Frequency Control</td>
<td>W6HZR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1426</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>6/52</td>
<td>Variable Crystal Oscillator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1427</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>Misers Converter, No Tubes</td>
<td>W2BFD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1428</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>AFSK to FSK Converter</td>
<td>W6AEE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1429</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Miller Effect FSK</td>
<td>W6AEE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1430</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Jiffy Converter</td>
<td>W6AEE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1431</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Mark Hold Circuit</td>
<td>W6AEE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1432</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>AFSK Diode Keyer</td>
<td>W6BFD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1433</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>Converter Using 80mA Chokes</td>
<td>W6BFD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1434</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>Ratio Converter Using FT-5 Filters</td>
<td>W6WPF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1435</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>Flip-Flop</td>
<td>W6WPF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1436</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>FSK Modulator &amp; Electronic Driver</td>
<td>W6NRM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1437</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>Auto-Start and Auto-Stop</td>
<td>W2BFD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1438</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>Receiving Distributor Plate Layout</td>
<td>W2BFD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1439</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>Transmitting Distributor Plate Layout</td>
<td>W2BFD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1440</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>Motor Conversion, D.C. to A.C.</td>
<td>W2BFD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1441</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>Converter for Make/Break Operation</td>
<td>W6HZR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1442</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>FSK Converter Model 127</td>
<td>W6HZR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1443</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>Automatic Threshold</td>
<td>W6HZR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1444</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>AFSK Diode Keyer</td>
<td>W6BFD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1445</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>Automatic Diode Modulator</td>
<td>W6BFD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1446</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>AFSK to FSK Converter</td>
<td>W6BFD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1447</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>PSK Variable Crystal Oscillator</td>
<td>W6BFD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1448</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>PSK Converter Using Toroid Filters</td>
<td>W6BFD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1449</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>PSK Converter Using SOE Output Xfmr</td>
<td>W6BFD</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Have you written lately?